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army medical logistics - united states army - *atp 4-02.1. army medical logistics . october 2015.
distribution restriction: approved for public release; distribution is unlimited. * this publication supersedes fm
4-02.1, army medical logistics, dated 8 december 2009. army medical logistics - combined arms center fm 4-02.1 december 2009 army medical logistics distribution restriction: approved for public release;
distribution is unlimited. headquarters, department of the army medical services medical logistics policies
- chiefs of logistics/directors of logistics at u.s. army medical centers, medical department activities, and u.s.
army medical research and materiel command activities • 1–14, page 4 chiefs of installation medical supply
activities/medical supply officers, commanders of medical logistics battalions, current operations medical
logistics ... - alumy - 20 army sustainment medical logistics support to iraq: the end of an era by lieutenant
colonel david l. sloniker, major peter a. ramos, and major brian j. wallace the lessons learned in drawing down
medical logistics support in iraq must be remembered in drawing down medical logistics support in
afghanistan. s medical operations handbook - medtrng - theater army medical lab (taml) 29 medical
logistics battalion (fwd) 28 forward surgical team 27 medical detachment (csc) 26 medical detachment (pm)
25 medical detachment (vs) 24 medical company (ds) 23 area support medical battalion 22 medical company
(air ambulance) 21 medical company (ground ambulance) 20 medical battalion (evacuation) 19 ... army
medical department supply information - b. army medical treatment facilities (mtfs) and units conducting
medical logistics operations will ensure all logistics transactions (supply, maintenance, transportation,
facilities, and property management) use approved department of defense (dod)/army standard medical
logistics ais. november–december 2008 - alumy - a variety of medical logistics topics, including managing
medical logistics, preventing injuries, and mentoring medical logisticians of allied forces. on the cover, two
soldiers prepare pallets of medical supplies and emergency shelters for delivery to the republic of georgia.
army medical logisticians play a key part in humanitarian efforts ... army medical department supply
information - 40-61 medical logistics policies, ar 70 -1 army acquisition policy, ar 700 -127 integrated
logistics support (*rar 002, 03/26/2012), and ar 70-57 military - civilian technology transfer. additionally, all
advanced development (6.4 and 6.5) projects as well as commercially available equipment replacements are
under the purview of the pmo md.
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